
HD Bollard Camera

Featuring the latest in Machine Vision camera and LED
technology the HD Bollard Camera delivers a superior
performance and characterises the new generation of
number plate capture cameras.

The heart of the HD Bollard is a high resolution 1080P
IP camera with new efficient LED illumination. The HD
Bollard provides a breakthrough in ANPR technology
resulting in high quality images across a 6.0 metre
wide area.

The HD Bollard is an all-in-one system integrating
camera, lighting, lens and electronic lighting control
into a robust Bollard unit. Each unit is pre-calibrated
and tested for simple installation.

The HD Bollard Camera is designed to achieve high
quality images of number plates 24 hours a day, every
day in line with the HOSDB Guidelines.

The HD Bollard camera is set up with a Vari-focal lens preset to provide a plate capture at
a focal distance of between 3 and 12 metres at a width of 3 - 6.0 metres. this makes the
camera ideal for vehicle entrances such as car parks.

Unique to all the ANPR cameras is they only use one camera to provide both the plate read
and the associated overview image. The Bollard camera will provide a plate read anywhere
within its field of view using the unique plate reading software found in the X range of
processors. Once the plate has been captured by the Bollard camera it will be sent to the
processor where the plate image will be cut out along with a cut out overview image
providing a complete picture of the event. The S range of cameras read plates in colour in
visible light automatically changing to IR Monochrome when the light level drops.
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For further information on this product please contact your reseller

Suilvision Limited | Unit E | Birch Business Park | Whittle Lane | Heywood | Lancashire  | OL10 2SX
www.suilvision.co.uk


